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Introduces basic principles of interactive design, such as orien-
tation, navigation, hierarchy, categorization, user expectation, 
usability, and responsiveness. Explores these concepts through 
the creation of web-based interfaces.

Overview

While designing and building common screen-based applica-
tions (“desktop” and mobile interfaces and websites), this 
studio explores the fundamental principles of interactive design 
that can be applied to many mediums. (Who knows what sort 
of devices we’ll be designing for in the future?)

Goals 

The goal of this course is to give you the tools you’ll need 
to design successful interactive experiences, which means 
achieving a specified purpose, usually for a specified user (or 
multiple types of users). We’ll learn the processes that are 
utilized by today’s leading design studios, while keeping the 
class design process open for interpretation/experimentation 
and focused on the fundamentals that transcend any specific 
technology or device.

Successful interaction design requires knowledge of the people 
experiencing your design (your “users”), perhaps more so 
than other types of design. Researching what your users need, 
expect, want, and understand is a critical part of the interac-
tion design process. To better understand out users, we’ll be 
learning about “user-centered” design methodologies, design 
research, and ethnography.

Technology

In addition to learning design fundamentals, we’ll be exploring 
some basic coding technologies so you’ll be able to rapidly 
prototype your design intentions into a working model. Actu-
ally being able to build and test interaction design makes the 
design, and the designer, better. As such, we’re going to learn 
HTML, CSS and Javascript (the general “front-end” tools) 
so you’ll have command on your entire design process, from 
concept to execution.

Where do I fit in? 

I personally hope this class sheds a little light on where you’ll fit 
in the professional world—these days it can be confusing unless 
you’re active in the industry. With rapidly evolving technology, 
jobs become more segmented and specific, so we’re seeing 
new jobs pop up everywhere. Interactive designers, user 
experience (UX) experts, user interface (UI) designers, web 
developers, back-end developers... yada, yada. As designers 
in this program you should graduate with the skill set needed 
to work in a number of different positions relating to interactive 
design—we’ll explore where you’d like to fit.

Why should I bother learning this?

If you’ve taken a class with me in the past, you’ve probably seen 
these already. If this is your first class with me, you’ll probably 
see these repeated in the future, but...

(1) Because internet (therefore interactive) businesses are 
(still) the fastest-growing segment of the U.S. economy. Out 
of all the design jobs out there right now interactive designers 
demand the highest salaries and are in the greatest demand by 
employers. (If you care about that sort of thing.)

(2) There are very few designers that come out of an under-
graduate program with strong technical skills in web develop-
ment. Even a cursory understanding of this stuff will give you 
an advantage. In the three short years I’ve taught this course, 
this has already radically changed. If you want any job in design 
these days, chances are you’re going to have to know a little bit 
of code. And if you want to be designing websites or anything 

“interactive,” you definitely need some solid “front-end” coding 
chops to make it. 

(3) Aside from that, I personally think interactive design is 
the most rewarding because it’s the most challenging. Being 
proficient here means you have to have mastery over all of the 
other design disciplines—typography, graphic design, informa-
tion design and visualization, photography, video, time-based—
they’re all understood by great interactive designers and play 
into interface designs subtly. 
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Evaluation & Participation

I don’t believe that traditional grading systems (where you start 
at 100% and every mistake you make chips away at that perfect 
grade) are the most effective way to learn design. Mistakes 
and iteration are a critical part of the design process. So 
instead, think of it this way: everyone starts at zero and has the 
opportunity to build up to 100% by the end of the semester. 

This makes grading and evaluation harder on me, and requires 
an additional amount of responsible preparation and time-
management on your part. 

Above all, this requires that you participate. 

This is a studio class, not a traditional lecture. That means you 
learn from the critiques of your work—by iteration, and trial 
and error. The core concepts of the course come out through 
the critique of your work naturally, (and sometimes they’ll be 
augmented with short lectures and tutorials.)
 
Giving feedback, and listening to other’s feedback is just 
as important, if not more important, than getting feedback. 
Responding to feedback with thoughtful questions and asking 
clarification if needed is part of the process. 

Since participation in class discussions and critiques is 
critical, it is essential that during these times you are actively 
participating in the review of your classmates’ work, which 
means NOT working on your computer, browsing the web, 
working on other class work, text messaging, etc. for the dura-
tion of the crit or discussion period. (Thank you!)

At any point (and if you’re listening, during every class) you have 
the opportunity to get feedback on your progress so you should 
really already know what grade you can expect by the time 
we get to the end. I encourage you to ask why at any point. I 
encourage you to challenge my expressed views if you disagree.  

If you ever have any questions about this process, or the 
grades—ASK ME! I’m always willing to stick around, schedule 
an appointment, and if nothing else, I’m just an email away. It’s 
important that you ask questions early—don’t wait until it’s too 
late in the class. 

Course/University Policies

Attendance

Attendance is mandatory. You are expected to arrive to class on 
time and prepared to work. Two instances of tardiness counts 
as an absence. Two absences will lower your course grade. 
More than two absences will make passing this course difficult. 
Missing a critique day is like missing an exam. If you’re going 
to miss a class, it’s your responsibility to get caught up—email 
me and we can try to make arrangements to cover anything you 
missed. 

Accommodation

Northeastern University strives to provide academic accom-
modations to students with documented disabilities. Accom-
modations are approved by the Disability Resource Center (20 
Dodge Hall; www.drc.neu.edu). Students need to register with 
the DRC and bring their instructors a letter from that office 
stating approved accommodations. If you will be requesting 
accommodations in this class, please let me know as soon as 
possible to avoid delays.

Office Hours, Additional Help

I don’t have specific office hours (I’m at Northeastern part-time), 
but I’m more than happy to meet with you outside of class to 
review anything. Just email me to schedule time and always feel 
free to stop me before or after class to talk or schedule another 
time to meet. 

Course communication

Please check your email regularly during the week—if there 
are ever any changes, cancellations or updates; this is how 
I’ll contact you. And again, please feel free to email me at the 
address below if you have any questions or concerns:

a.turnwall@neu.edu



A 93-100
A– 90-92
B+ 87-89
B   83-86
B–  80-82
C+  77-79
C 73-76
C–  70-72  
D+  67-69 
D    63-66
D–  60-62
F    0-59

A  superb quality work. 

• demonstrates one of the best performances on 
projects the instructor has seen

• demonstrates true intellectual passion, curiosity, 
initiative, and exploration 

• consistently brings strong ideas to fruition with a 
high level of craft 

• conveys a strong affinity for design culture

A- high quality work. 

• demonstrates one of the best performances on 
projects within the studio 

• demonstrates true intellectual curiosity, initiative, 
and exploration 

• consistently brings ideas to fruition with a high 
level of craft 

• conveys strong interest in design culture

B+ good quality work. 

• demonstrates a strong performance on projects 
within the studio 

• consistently brings strong ideas to fruition with a 
good level of craft 

• conveys broad interest in design culture

B above average work. 

• demonstrates good initiative and above  
average craft 

• conveys interest in design culture

B- average work. 

• demonstrates average effort and craft  
and initiative 

• meets attendance requirements

C+ below average work. 

• demonstrates below average effort and craft  
and initiative 

• meets attendance requirements

C well below average work. 

• demonstrates well below average effort and craft 
and initiative 

• engages in excuse-making, tardiness,  
and absence

C- minimal work. 

• demonstrates minimal effort and craft  
and initiative 

• engages in chronic excuse-making, tardiness, and 
absence

D+, D, D- marginally acceptable work. 

• demonstrates unacceptable effort and craft  
and initiative 

• engages in chronic excuse-making, tardiness, and 
absence

Your project grades will be broken up into four or five parts, 
depending on the project: concept, content, design,  
execution, and code.

For each category, you’ll be given a grade from the rubric 
below. These will be averaged to arrive at your overall grade for 
the project. Project total grades are averaged together for your 
final grade in the class.

Hint: I need to know what your conceptual goals for your 
projects are so that I can accurately grade them—I’ll be giving 
you grades on content, design and execution that are based on 
how well your work achieves your conceptual goals, which you’ll 
define at the outset of each project. So to give yourself the 
best grade—tell me your concept in detail in a way that makes 
me believe your design is accomplishing this. Focus on your 
writing—it is an important part of this course.

I will give you updates on your grade based on your progress 
in the course at certain times throughout the semester—please 
feel free to request an update whenever you’d like.

Concept. How well does your design concept meet the project 
goals? Is it a good solution to the design problem at hand? It is 
audience-appropriate?

Content. Did you complete the requirements? Is there enough 
evidence of your effort in trying to solve the design problem 
at hand? Is there enough supporting information/research to 
support your concept?

Design. Does it look professional and exhibit a high level of 
craft, attention to detail and finality? Is the design appropriate 
for the concept and audience?

Execution. How well does your final work meet the goals you 
set forth in your concept? Does it all work? Is it all finished? Did 
you turn in all of the parts correctly and on time?

Code. Did you complete all of the coding requirements? Does 
your code actually work? Are there any errors? Is anything 
broken?

Grade System



WEEK # IN STUDIO HOMEWORK (DUE FOLLOWING CLASS)

1 Class intro

What is “interactive”? What are we really 
designing for anyway? What about the future—the 
internet of things? Most importantly, who are we 
designing for? What is the shape of the industry 
these days?

Code:
Setup code and introduce HTML5 Boilerplate, 
Bootstrap and CSS grids in class, Basic HTML 
page setup tutorial.

1.1 Screen Read: intro

Grab a copy of an actually printed magazine or newspaper 
that also has a website with similar content. (The New York 
Times, The Economist, TIME, INC., Outside, etc.) Bring 
the physical copy to class and make sure you can visit the 
website—even better if they have a phone or tablet app or 
mobile website version to explore. Spend some time exploring 
the different versions before next week’s discussion.

Read:
What’s Next in Web Design? (2010)
Affordance principles.

Explore:
Awwwards

Code:
If you think your coding may be rusty, check out  
codeacademy.com and follow the HTML tutorials.

2 The interactive design process + 
Typography, hierarchy & grids

Discuss the design process: research, site maps, 
wireframes, prototyping, (mobile-first?), design 
“comps”, build, test, analyze.

Discuss basic design/type principles, translated 
for screen-based viewing and the challenges of 
multiple devices. 

Introduce Project 1: Screen Read. 

1.1 Screen Read: layout

Translate the printed page layouts into a from more appro-
priate for the web and mobile devices. Develop a responsive 
grid framework and scale content appropriately. Take care 
to define your hierarchy and treat your type appropriately 
depending on the reading device type. Who is your target 
audience? Why does that matter?

Code:
Making a simple responsive grid and type

3 Navigation, orientation & feedback

Discuss the concepts of affordance, 
skeuomorphism.

Discuss best practices and issues of navigating 
interactive experiences.

Small group review of layouts.

1.1 Screen Read: bookmark

Consider turning the printed page and holding the physical 
magazine. How does this translate into a digital experience? 
What is similar? Different? What can be improved upon?

Code:
Hover and active states, plus tooltips and transitions.

Class & Project Schedule



WEEK # IN STUDIO HOMEWORK (DUE FOLLOWING CLASS)

4 Contextual content & power users

Discuss users with respect to interface design and 
how accounting for different types of users can 
make your design better for everyone.

Small group review of navigation design.

1.1 Screen Read: better experience

What is it that physical, static media lacks? What has the 
internet fundamentally given us? How can we use this to 
solve traditional problems? What content do we need to see... 
when? How do we subtract and know when to stop? How 
can we add without clutter?

Code:
Adding some simple jQuery functions.

5 Interactive-specific content

What interactive features can make the experience 
better? How can the simple act of interacting with 
the page strengthen our engagement?

Class discussion of contextual content solutions.

Introduce Part 2.

1.2 Screen Read: interactive feature

What specific interactive features can make your content 
more rich? How does planning for these features alter other 
navigation choices? How do they translate to all device types? 
Design an “interactive feature” to accompany an article in your 
publication. Make sure you define the purpose of this feature 
and tell us what it’s doing better than the simple article itself. 

Read:
“Snow Fall” feature: The New York Times
NSA Files Decoded: The Guardian
Khoi Vinh’s take on Multimedia Journalism

Code:
Adding video and audio elements

6 Multimedia (using video and sound)

How can multimedia enhance our experience with 
otherwise traditionally printed material?

Critique of interactive feature designs.

1.2 Screen Read: multimedia

What specific interactive features can make your content 
more rich? How does planning for these features alter other 
navigation choices? How do they translate to all device types?

Code:
TBA

7 Working session

Small group review of interactive features.

1.3 Screen Read: all together

Tying it all together: highlight your story 

Code:
Simple PHP navigation system.

8 Project 1 Crit

Critique final designs and integration of Project 1.

Discuss project 2

2.0 Call to action!

Research topic. Define goals, audience, call to action and 
concept. Complete a site/experience map to organize your 
content including basic static wireframes if appropriate.

9 No Class, Spring Break!



WEEK # IN STUDIO HOMEWORK (DUE FOLLOWING CLASS)

10 Rapid prototyping: fail faster

Present your concepts in small groups.

2.0

Revise maps/wireframes/concept. Complete all needed static 
wireframes to plan for all of the content on the site. 

11 Review & working session

Review concepts with me one-on-one. Begin work 
on coding your wireframes in class.

2.0

Code basic wireframes and start “fleshing out” design. 
Complete coded prototype wireframes due next class.

12 Testing usability

Test wireframes in class with small groups. 
Discuss testing methodology. Crit designs.

2.0

Continue design comps based on feedback from testing. 
Finish static designs or continue to work in your code—which-
ever is faster for you. 

13 Review

Review design, code progress with me. Work out 
bugs and design issues in small groups.

2.0

Continue design and code.

14 Working session

Last working session before the final crit!

2.0

Squash the bugs. Repeat.

Final Websites Due: TBA

Final sites will be due no later than April 18.  
Final date and time TBA later in the semester and will be 
posted on the website.


